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Dedicated to

Delzie Demaree 1889-

This issue is dedicated to Delzie Demaree in honor of his conrri

to the botanical sciences. The character as well as the contributions

individual are expressed in the following tributes from some o

students, and friends.

Dr. Demaree started collecting plant specimens in 1922 when he began
teaching i, Hendncf , College, \ kansas His ability to collect and process
ever ),()()() numbei dump die period of the evolution of the automobile
without succumbing to the status symlxd of that period is quite remarkable.
He owned one 1917 Ford which he gave to his sister three weeks later.

The processing of over one-third of a million sheets (based on a rough
estimate of 5 duplicates per number,) with a most meager budget is also

incomprehensible.

In the 1950's, he donated his herbarium to SMUand this institution

now has over 50,000 of his specimens. While a large portion are from
Arkansas, lie collected extensively in the southeastern states and Arizona,

Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas. A great portion of his field work
was directed toward the research interests of fellow botanists.

During a recent visit, he was interviewed by B. L. Lipscomb and myself.

This data is summarized in the Biographical Sketch.— WFM.
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Delzie Demaree: a top-flight field botanist— Delzie Demaree
arrived on the Stanford campus in the spring of 1930. To my knowledge,

there had been no preliminary inquiries about course offerings, opportuni-

ties for advanced study, available grants, or fellowships. No one in the

Botany Department knew Delzie, but he made a very favorable impression

with his detailed and intimate knowledge about the plant systematics and

ecology of the Reelfoot Lake region, where he had done extensive field

studies. He arranged to work toward his Ph.D. under the supervision of

Dr. George J. Peirce, the Department's plant physiologist.

During the winter and spring of 1930 1 had experienced a trying time

with a student who started on a field trip with me into Baja, California,

had tired of the monotony ( to him ) of collecting plants, putting them into

presses, changing driers periodical]) and eating "camp grub." Following a

short discussion, I took him back over 150 miles to Tijuana, where he caught

a bus for Stanford, and I continued field work for six weeks alone.

My plans for the summer of 1930 included a collecting trip into the

Sierra San Pedro Martir, and when Delzie volunteered to go along I was

delighted to have an experienced field operator as my assistant and com-

panion. Delzie proved, on that field trip, to be one of the best field collectors

and camping companions I had had from that day to this!

We left Stanford early in August, drove to Tijuana, crossed into Baja

California, and on the southern outskirts of that city, left paved roads and

began to drive over rocky, dusty, rutted gravel roads to San Telmo. We
camped one night on the upper beach near Cape Colnett, where Delzie

was fascinated by the intricate bran- lung and intertwining of the tentacle-

like huge holdfasts of giant kelps that washed ashore. He examined several

of them, noting the structure and interrelationships of the tendrils to the

rocks to which they were attached, md th< numerous marine organisms

that dwelt within the tangled masses.

At San Telmo we turned east and drove over an even rougher, steeper,

road to Meling's Ranch. There we learned that the Meling family was liv-

ing in their summer Cattle Camp at La Encantada in the high Sierra San

Padro Martir, and that there were not enough pack and saddle animals at

the foothill ranch to engage for the trip into the mountains. Only an elderly

Indian and a dwarf vaquero were at the ranch. After some dickering,

Chapito, the vaquero, consented to let me walk along with his pack string

as he returned to the summer camp with fresh supplies for the Melings and

their vaqueros. I hoped thereby to strike a bargain with Salve Meling for

pack and saddle animals to transport Delzie and me, with our camping and

ranch. Chapito would say only that the Cattle Camp was only "poco Iejos"

—a short distance —from the Rancho.

There seemed to be no alternative to the hike, so Delzie agreed to stay

at the Rancho and collect anything that looked interesting during the two



days required for me to make the round t rip to ihe Cattle Camp. Accord-

ingly, Chapito and I left before sunrise the next morning, he riding at the

head of a string ol hdi i do t-n pad unmal laden with fresh toasting

ears, string beans, pot to* chili pcppci ippli peach md othei suppln

from ih Mclim garden and orchard I walked at the tail end of die

string. Chapito gave the animals an hours of rest at Los lincinos while he

brewed a cup of coffee for his lunch. Again 1

from Los hnci We
d m< that

eached it :M) t
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Delzic kept his protni ,c lbom collecting ioi he hid a good number of

sheets in press when wc returned the next clay, Chap i to came alone to serve

as guide and packer when all three of us rode on the way in to the mountain
camping area of !a bncantada Del/a had done lit 1< horseback riding, so

the 35 mile ride to La Encantada was not too comfortable for him, but

he complained not one whit about the discomfort of the saddle.

During the following month we explored the country within a radius of

five or six miles, and from a level of about 1,200 feet above sea level to

the top of a ridge overlooking the San Felipe Desert and across to the high-

est peak in Baja California, El Picacho del Diablo. During every day, where
ever we explored the ridges, canyons, and meadows. Delzic keenly observed

the plants. He had a remarkable memory of minute details of floral and

foliar structures, and it was he who noted the characteristics separating

Draba demareei from other species of that genus, some of the distinctive

features oi Ci/pressi/s mo; r,hi md ol OpL occphnlits n tstijol \ lie

walked mile after mile during our exploration of the mountainous terrain,

never complaining about th< physical strain entailed His long hikes free

of complaints were remarkable, for he had suffered a serious wound to a

foot during action in France during World War I, and had been gassed

during the same period of military service.



Delzic examined the intriguing expulsion of the mucilaginous-coated

seeds into the air when the twig upon a

by a passing breeze or by the touch of a bird or mammal. He w
explosive action of ripe fruits of the pine mistletoe, Arceidhobium campy-

had enough first hand information about the distances that seeds were pro-

pelled, how they stuck to twigs, and the manner in which the germinating

roots entered tissues of the host, to have written an informative account

of that mistletoe, lie also compared the pith and vascular tissues of the

native grape with similar structures oi wild grapes in the central U. S.

Delzie knew so much about native plants in the Mississippi Valley that

he frequently discussed ihe simikmtu - of some species and the wide differ-

ences among those of other families. lie accurately remembered the appear-

ances of each plant he collected, so he immediately recognized any species

he had not pre\ ion l\ .oil < i, d in oui an a

Upon our return to Stanford he helped me get all our specimens ready

for distribution— in sharp contrast to the manner in which some aides had

avoided such work after completion of a field foray. His work with Dr.

Peirce kept him fully occupied, so i had few opportunities to discuss "syste-

matics" with him during the rest of his stay at Stanford, yet when he re-

turned to Arkansas he again turned to collecting het barium specimens'

Delzic did most of his field work by taking a bus to an area, then walking

many miles, irrying his press in a bad pack, staying, at modest motels or

sleeping in the woods, lie knew the discomfort of attacks by chiggcrs and

inks, days i^' high temperatures and high humidity, of occasional violent

storms, and chilly nights. Yet he persisted in his study of native plants.

Less than ten years ago he wrote that his collection numbers had risen into

the f'AOOO's!! Such a high number is reached by few botanists, especially

by one who operated \ ith as few meel mi d facil iii lid I'll.

He was, and is, a confirmed optimist, a cheerful individual, one who

rarely shows anger, and takes each day as it comes. He helped me im-

measurably during our tour together, and I am glad to still call him "A Top-

flight Field Botanist"!—/™ L. H"/gg/;/a, Professor Emeritus, Stanford Uni-

Dr. Delzie Demaree is a most unusual man, s

asked to join in a tribute to him. It is fitting that !

1 doubt that there is a field botanist in the sou

not know Dr. Demaree or at least know of hi

learn the scope of that work is to visit SMU, where

is represented. One may find there that Demaree'

passes most of the United States, particularly the

it i< ; ar i honor to

.bet :he vehicle.

uthwest that d

cork. A good way

bulk his collecti

longest residence. The speck



the unique and pithy character of the collector.

Many have gotten into the field with Dr. Demaree, and those of us who
have hold very good memories. My own impressions have been that he is

a fountain of field lore and pungent commentarj on botany and botanists,

has a humor that blankets the present and the past honestly, indiscriminately,

and kindly. He has been a true friend to anyone who likes field work with

plants. While he may not be cited much in titles of literature on plants of

the South, he is very much present in that literature

—

sometimes credited,

often not. In that taxonomists still have to shape their ideas around speci-

mens, and because Demaree lias been such an avid and productive collector

for more than half a century, he will be remembered long and well.

In Dr. Demaree we arc reminded of what it is to be true to the primary

ideal. For many years he has clone what he wants to do, to get out and see

the country he loves, to gain the knowledge that comes with close field

experience, to put good information into the hands of those who can pass

k along. He is what he is, and we have all gained by that. He might be

quite surprised to know how much wo like him for doing just what he has

wanted to do for II lin , vj ." —" k 1 > >l >
\ 1 <<>•", < I >,,

bilt University, Nashville, TN 37235,

111 never forget the first time I saw Dr. Demaree. It was during the

summer of 1964, and I had been working ar the Science/Engineering Library

at SMU for only a couple of months. Filing rlio^e cards at the Circulation

Desk is a dull job at best, so I glanced up every time the front door opened.

This time I was rewarded —for in walked a real field botanist, loaded

down with bag and baggage and a tremendous plant press

—

and a laugh in

his own good natured voice. I was especially interested to learn that he

had come from my state and knew a number of my old friends.

I looked forward to Dr. Demaree's visits to the Herbarium, for he kept

me up to date on the hickory nut crop in Arkansas and the developing

colors of the autumn leaves.

Dr. Demaree is truly a remarkable and cnienammg man: I wish there

were more like him.— Mary H. Wat hern, 3632 Hay me Avenue, Dallas, TX
75205.

OLD Scratch— It seems as if Delzie Demaree must have been around

forever. After all I have in my possession the gift of the helmet and gas

mask dating from his military service in France during World War I, before

I was born. I have known Sum myself all m\ professional lite, which totals

more than three decades. Known to many as Old Scratch, he has always

been devoted to the collection and study of plants, much interested in help-

ing others with similar interests He has be m < mi nail active in sending

specimens to students of special groups or professionals for critical identifi-

cation and enjoyed keeping, even comparing, lists of determinations. I have



heard him recount early experiences related to tetany at the University

of Chicago and at Stanford, as well as stories and incidents pertaining to

early botanists and plant enthusiastic^ from Arkansas to New York and

New Mexico.

Dr. Demaree is notorious. He led class,- i • oil. >h duough forest, field,

marsh, and stream. He was known to stomp a rattlesnake or moccasin in

the sa.feh of his laced up, knee high leather boots. He was even known

to catch poisonous ,nab ; occasionally with his bare hands while holding

them underfoot. He enjoyed an old fashioned coon hum and could stay out

all night, after a hard day of collecting plants, listening the the bark of

field trips he collected plants by the scores, duplicates of some up to twenty—

any kind of plant: big, medium or small; tree, wildilower or weed. He had

no use », i vascului often i licnl n i > her's use of that ungainly con-

trivance. He collected plants in a cardboard box, held by a belt-like strap,

if he did not press the plants on the spot in his rugged, beat-up held press.

Plenty of cool drinking water was his main requirement on hot held trips

and he often spent long hours at night processing plants not pressed in the

field. He rarely ever delayed taking care of the material collected, being

prompt to number, press and dry the specimens and to document the col-

hot n 11 II di i- led 11 \\ papers pinned with comic strips. He rea-

oned ili. use < wnii. . !oi pressing [dams was to tempt an hourly wage

earner, the mounter, to stop work to read, or better re-read the comics,

whereas to discard them was to avoid this temptation. Surely Dr. Demaree

deserves a share in Trailways and Greyhound by now, for these represent

the principal means by which lie travelled all over the country, often pulling

the cord to signal the driver he warned! to get off in the middle of nowhere,

wherever he happened to see plants lie wanted to collect. After collecting

them, he'd simply wait for the next bus.

To relate one incident will suffice to illustrate his interest in helping

aspiring plant taxonomists, an incident involving me. It occurred in the

early developmental years of the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory at Ocean

Springs, Mississippi. I had known Dr. Demaree only two or three years

when this incident occurred, having originally made his acquaintance at

the Laboratory win 1. collecting ind id ntdyi " plant in tin vicimo i m
instructor from Mississippi State.

One day after a hard field trip in the pineland savannas Dr. Demaree

asked me if I would lend him ten dollars 1 tried to conceal my surprise, for

I was certain he knew that something like a total of ten dollars was all I

had between me and starvation. I was a graduate student at Duke at the

time, collecting H <<
'' plain Ihmii 1'iitluin to Mi mi and westward to

Ocean Springs. We'd just located and collected some of the plants for the

first time in Jackson County, Mississippi, next to the Alabama line. We'd

been out in my fifty-dollar 1939 Plymouth. It was souped up with ply-wood



fender skirts and rubber mudguards and burned oil mightil) giving oil a

blue smoke not unlike the insecticide mist emitted from fogging vehicles

used along the coast for control of mosquitoes. One of the four paper-thin

tires had gone flat and we had to change it, using m its place an even

worse one from the trunk, one with a knot on the side but still inflated.

Anyway, upon being asked for the loan I hoi gh to myself: "That old

man has been good to me. He's helped me to key out some hard-to- identify

plants in Small's Manual and has caughi hk scores of plants in the field."

Nevertheless, I was very dubious. After all, I thought: "What was he going
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around the Laboratory thai periodically Dr. Demaree would mysteriously

disappear a couple ol times per week for several hours, even a half day ar

a tune, \hout rhi flu \s i much p filiation but no real explanation. So,

naturally, I was not particular!) enthusiastic, about lending him ten dollars,

which, incidental!), was carefully folded and hidden among my belongings

for use in an emergency or for hard times.

Dubious as I was concerning the loan request somehow I couldn't say no.

I couldn't even bring mysell to ask I )r Demaree for what purpose he

needed the money. In something like a spirit of resignation, I dug out the

bill and gave it to him.

That was a mistake, I concluded the next day when suddenly I was struck

with the realization that Dr. Demaree was nowhere to be found. He'd dis-

appeared! Natural h, 1 was concerned and a bit uneasy all that day and

being preoccupied couldn't get much done, thinking as I did about the fate

of my ten dollars and whether or not I'd ever see it again or Dr. Demaree

Our work space at the Laboratory was a screened in 'bird cage', a sub-

stantial structure built over a slab of poured concrete. It had a roof of

slate matching that of a three-story residence house near by, was equipped

with hinged windows that could be propped up or let down. This lab was

originally a sitting, room accompanying the big house and was located near

the entrance gate underneath a giganti< li\ oak tree dripping with luxuri-

ant festons of Spanish Moss Wo d built work benchc; .md plant driers on

the inside of three walls, a door occupying, the fourth.

Late in the afternoon, about dusk, I was laboring over the identity of a

certain Rhyuchosporj in tin's cage when I heard Dr. Demaree's characteristic

voice calling, "Channell, Channel!, Channell." He was coming in the front

gate on foot leathei hoot hud u[ (o his knees II call im nam< re

peatedly. I was anxious to know what he wanted and rushed out toward

him supposing something to have gone wrong As I approached him, he

held out his hand, revealing several bills Ol various denominations, some

tens, a twenty, fives, all sort of crumpled up. To my surprise and dismay,

I presently learned he'd been across the bridge from Ocean Spring to Biloxi

where he'd visited the bookies, had bet on the horses, and won enough

Plymouth! Finally, 1 had an explanation for his disappearances, which I

acknowledged as he smiled knowingly. I also realized lie hadn't really needed

ten dollars but somehow was testing me by asking for it to judge whether

or not I would gamble on lending ir to him.

1 enjoyed mam/ held trips in that old car on Dr. Demaree's tires, some-

times with Dr. Demaree, who never drove a car himself, but was always

someone being a fellow botanist, a naturalist, conservationist or aspiring



This issue of Sida could not hold the countless stories and incidents re-

lated to this grand old man that I could tell. He is indeed, a phenomenon,

a friend of plants of all kinds, an enthusiastic collector —Old Scratch, as

he often signed his letters, winch meant among other things that he was

always ready to go, 'to scratch grovel ' lx put to go collecting. He is the

last of another era of botanists, one of a kind, and yet ageless, even now

always pronouncing the doom oi botany, which is his wa) of looking at the

changes through which the subject has gone

—

R. B. Channell, Department

of General Biolo ) Vctadcrhil I ren/t) is/. 7< / ^7 235

Dcizie "Arkansas" Demaree brings to mind 3 verdict heard from a col-

league: "He's a compulsive collector." Have we need of him? His counter-

part is the rarity runner. Systematics needs both, but profits most from the

compulsive collector. He docs not selectively seek but amply samples. And
samples best record the story. Not forgetting, Dcizie, your twinkling blue

profited from your enthusiasm ioi that old plant press

—

Joseph Euan. Bi-

ology Depart men!, I '//lane University, New Orleans. LA 70118.

Dear Dr. Demaree: It is a pleasure to salute you on the happy occasion

of the dedication of this issue of SIDA to you. Through your long years you

have made a magnificent contribution to our understanding of the plants

of North America, starting with your exploration of the mountain ranges

of northern California and extending throughout the Southwest and South.

No student of the plants of these areas can achieve an appropriate level

of understanding without access to your ample collections, which reflect so

clearly your detailed knowledge of these plants.

Therefore, on this occasion it is most fitting and proper for us to salute

you and to thank you for your fine accomplishments, which have been such

a marvelous contribution for us all. —Peter 11. Raven, Director, Missouri

Botanical Garden, St. Louis, MO63166.

In tribute to DELZIE demaree—The scope of Delzie Demaree's influ-

ence on students of botany is indicated by a coincidence that occurred on

the day that the letter arrived from the editor of Sida notifying me of plans

to dedicate this issue to him hhat a nc do\ Stew n " are of the biology

department at the College ol William and Mar} was taking a visiting, bota-

nist, Dr. John DeTurck of Cabrini College, Radnor, Pa., on a tour of the

College Woods. In the course of their walk, Dr. DeTurck inquired whether

his guide knew Delzie Demare< Upon receiving an iffirmative response,

DeTurck launched into reminiscences of how 20 years ago Demaree had been

so generous in supplying him with specimens of the group he was revising,

Oenothera section Kneiffia, and how Demaree had put him through rigorous



followed, these from (Ik inn ndefa igabl< onto Mm story could be re-

told (ens of limes simply by changing the name of the botanist and the

My own first encounter with Dr. Demaree was as an undergraduate at

Southwest Missouri State College when he came to guide Paul Redfearn,

Jack Sharp, and me on a field trip to the boot-heel of Missouri to see

Lcitncriii. The friendship that began that day punctuated my graduate school

years at Vanderbilt with shipments of IOAta/wc//,/ and with Demaree-brand
field trips to Arkansas. To this day, his most receni collections of Valeriandla

continue to arrive in cutdown fruit or pouliry boxes tied with binder twine.

These specimens ire pi ' in ne\ pa pel curretn to the day of collection,

and never in the comic pages (lest these tempt herbarium workers from
their task). The specimen labels dso b< u his distinctive touch, with such

informative exclamations as, "A fine patch!" appended to the basic field

data. Underneath the bundle of plant specimens all manner of surprises

n i\ iv in hi m p Imp i Mm
}

i in. u ol Vr! m i ;ypsi m 01 ikw acuhn
to selected newspaper clippings and jokes reflecting the Demaree philosophy.

A recent clipping announced, "The greatest undeveloped territory in (he

world lies betw 'een your ears!"

Dr. Demaref : is not only a botanical phenomenon, but this peppery ex-

Marine is also a paradigm of plain toughness. However, it may not be

reasonable to r ise his example as a standard; surely he is made of tougher

stuff than mos t of us. He credits his vigor in part to daily inhibition of

large quantitie s of ice-cold water, particularly mineral water from Hot
Springs, and to abstinence from all milk products and iioni carbonated soft

drinks, "fizz miter" in his words. Each fall he purchases a "big ticket" on
us unlimited (ravel over a period of several weeks, and

« em part of he i tion hhrini th ( m mi yo\

at St. Louis, then visiting assorted bota lisi fri< rids state by state in

loop. On one of these odyssies a few years ago he made a misstep

ibled head -over heels down the stairway of the bus. His commeiu
it up (all bones intact) and brushed himself off is pure Demaree:

"Every now and then a fellow needs a good jostle to si lighten himself out!"

Those who know "Old Scratch," as he is prone to . refer to himself, know
that he is a story-teller, tease, and talker extraordin aire. He will talk off

an arm and a leg, detailing the state of the Union, "Things are all balled

up!", and the state of the Art, Fhere is no royal road to taxonomy!" Perhaps
my favorite of his stories is about how, with a little seed money from Ben
Channell, he won enough money at the race track to b uy new tires for Chan-
nell's field vehicle. His' reputation also includes at lea st one favorite tale to

hold over the head of each of his friends; in my case, he has been merciless

with me about the time he caught me back at the cat surreptitiously eating



cookies on a field trip. Thar was a serious infraction of his Code: of die-

Field! He is even-handed, though, and tells rales on himself, too—dike the

story about losing his geologist's hammer on a field trip, only to discover later

that in the process of using it to hold do? i newspapers on that windy day,

he had pressed it rh lit along with the plants.

There are so many of us who have benefited from Delzie Demaree's plant

specimens, his field expertise, lus phenomenal niemon loi plant localities,

and his L'enero i
\ in pr< viding f, Id , ,

(

[ K dqt in r u hi hou < herbarium

in Hot Springs, Ark., (now transplanted to Detroit, Tex.), His many friends

also know full well that his is a willing and cmpathctic ear when his counsel

is sought. Weenjoy his steadfast friendship and benefit from his encourage-

ment and sound advice. Not only has he made a major contribution to the

growth and development of botanical knowledge through his myriad collec-

tions and other botanical pursuit bin in hi interactions with students he

has contributed go itl\ to tin proh ;ionaI growth unl development of the

botanists themselves. —Donna /If. II. Wate. Depart mcul of Binlov\. College

of William, and Alary. Williamsburg. VA 23185.

I can recall my experiences with Dr. Demajee with ease. How lucky a

few of us are to have had the opportunity to know and botanize with Dr.

Demaree. My first experience goes back a little over seven years when I

arrived in Dallas to fill the herbarium botanist position at SMU. Six days

later I met him. I arrived at school about 8:30 a.m. and Dr. Demaree was

waiting in his wool coat with his suit case and a full plant press. For the

life of me, I had no idea who he was, 'our it didn't take long to find out.

"My goodness, here it is, middle oi th i in: and the herbarium still

not open Iv. liadnn breakfast uidioliu. uul lim been sitting here on

these steps for two hours. When do you people go ro work around here?"

We went into the herbarium to carry on our conversation. Since then, we
have been on several field trips together. The experience and fun I had

with him in Arkansa wa tremendous ['ravelin:; down the road, he called

out name oi plain , pi. a <•
,, u An t pc >pl ed < \ I i mill.

He said, "Pull over around the bend. There's a little store we can stop at

around the bend. We went in and the first thing 1 heard was "Hello Dr.

Demaree. how are the plants doing.-'"

Dr. Demaree, thank you for sharing so freely a part of your life with me.

I look forward to every visit with you at rite herbarium.

—

Barney Lipscomb,

Hcrbai ' So tho Wethndisi I crsity.D Uas TX7 527).

He never taught me botany, but when I m alh needed it, he taught me
wisdom. We met, by pre.- -arrangement, ar a bus stop in the middle of my



new world-changing technology, there I was spending days with a nine-

teenth century man, playing ,u taxonomy, a nineurnih century science. What

IVl/ie lei mo experience, however, was his nineteenth century Thoreau-

like value that let him be unabashedly happy picking weeds for plant



morgues over the world. The image of Deizie, his boots, his fifty dollar

"takes-me-anywhere-all-year" bus ticket, and his plant press, sucking in the

joy of life and living sumptuously on next ro nothing, still energizes my
batteries and will, in ml [ forget thai iwei I can be beautiful.

A t ,p< ui lioui iii)i I ilkui ibonr pul it i< |M
I 1 ( nil ,111 l di. i k in I

people; talking weeds and ideas about: weeds made mueli more sense.-- -

Anonymous.

My YEARSWITH DELZIe' —Posterity will see Deizie 1
)< marec through the

eyes of herbarium labels. Frankly, 1 believe this thought will do Deizie "real

proud."

PLANTS OF ARKANSAS
COASTALPLAIN REGION

Collected by DELZIE DEMAREE
Lafayette County

Girya /, uina Buckl.

30 in. D.B.H. Near June Lake. Last year no fruit.

This year loaded.

P.O. Stamps.

Elevation ft. 274.

Date 5-31-1975 No. 69592

There will never be an) doubi when Demare< j
eimen a/cr< collected

Each one has its nami rani ind trial numbei i y< i would expect from an

ex-marine who traces his lineage back through twelve family members wdio

have served since LSS3 ( >-3()-69) On< mighi quesiion Mi< msisienci oi
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Hot Springs who held a "Delzie Demaree Day" in commemoration of his

85th birthday on September 14, 1974. But as they said, "For those who may

not be able to attend, Dr. Demaree's birthday is really the Fifteenth of

September." Dr. Delzie Demaree is in many ways a remarkable/ man. AduT.sc

quibbling, nevertheless he has provided future generations with a wealth

of unequivocal scientific dam sets the herbarium sheet in all its glory. And
for those curious curators who take time to examine the newspaper wrap-

pings, they derive. th< uldtd b n in el lid hi events at the time and place
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It is with great pleasure that \u' at Trail wavs join with you in extending

Dr. Delzie Demaree our very best wishes.

During Dr. Demaree's long and illustrious career he has traveled exten-

sively throughout the United Sum \V< n l'i ulw i\ feel fortunate to have

carried Dr. Demaree more than 200,000 miles on a number of his fact and

specimen finding excursions.

We trust that Dr. Demaree will continue traveling and enjoying the

natural beauty of this country for many years to come. And we hope that

when Dr. Demaree plans a trip we can continue to be of service to such

a valued and respected individual. —

/

Iarr\ J. Lasko, President —T railways.

Inc., 1500 Jackson Street. Dallas, Texas 73201.


